
SLA Barrier Pipe System - 
Installation instructions using 
George Fischer Electrofusion Fittings
SLA Barrier Pipe & George Fischer Electrofusion 
Fittings tested to WIS 4-32-19 for pipe systems for 
potable water in contaminated land

Pipe Preparation & Electrofusion jointing installation instructions for SLA barrier pipes from 90mm 
- 200mm (for the preparation of SLA Barrier Pipe in sizes 225-630mm please contact Westwood 
Pipelines Ltd.
Note: With SLA Barrier Pipe, only George Fischer Electrofusion fittings do not require 
post wrapping of the joint providing these installation instructions have been followed.



Step 1
Ensure the pipe ends are cut square.

Prepare your pipe ends ready for Electrofusion by 
measuring and marking the insertion depth around 
the circumference of the pipe. 
Do not remove the Blue external and Aluminium
layer beyond the insertion depth measurement / 
mark as this will result in unprotected black inner 
core pipe being exposed to ground contaminants. 
Should the Black inner core pipe be visible both 
Aluminium tape and Denso E10 tape should be 
applied in order to reinstate the Barrier properties 
of the system. (Should post welding wrapping be 
required installation guidance can be found at 
www.westpipes.com).

Step 2
Using the M10 Peeling Tool adjust the depth of the 
blade using the blue dial in order that the point of 
the cutting knife pierces between the blue outer 
layer and black inner core pipe, including the 
aluminium layer. Take care not to cut through into 
the black inner core pipe during this process.  
 

Step 3
With the blade placed between the inner and outer layer apply light downward pressure to the top of the tool. 
With your other hand hold the lever handle and apply downward pressure simultanously on both the handle 
and the top of the tool to draw the cutting knife down the pipe towards your insertion mark. On the side of the 
M10 Peeling you will find a “V” which will indicate where the cutting knife is located beneath the outer layer 
allowing you to accurately peel to your desired insertion depth mark.
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Step 4
Once the blade has reached your mark, rotate the tool keeping the blade between the inner / outer layer and 
continue around the circumference of the pipe following your insertion depth marks. When the blade 
completes the circumference remove the tool. 
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Removing the external skin of SLA Barrier Pipe in preparation for 
Electrofusion jointing with the M10 Peeling Tool:



Step 5
Using a pair of pliers, remove the Blue outer and aluminium layer. 

Step 6
Select the correct sized Scraper for the pipe diameter. 
 
Step 7
Insert and position your rotary scraper in order that you can scrape the inner core pipe, removing the oxidised 
surface and adhesive residue left following the removal of the outer and Aluminium layer as required in the WIS 4-32-08 
(Specification for the fusion jointing of Polyethylene pressure pipeline systems using PE80 and PE100 materials.)

Step 9
Keep the fitting within its plastic bag and place onto 
the prepared end of the pipe. By retaining the plastic 
bag at this stage it will prevent contamination of the 
prepared pipe end.
 

Step 10
Once the second pipe has been prepared in accordance 
with steps 1 to 8, remove the bag from the fitting and 
insert. Use alignment clamps to hold each pipe and then 
complete the electrofusion joint by using best practice 
procedure. George Fischer electrofusion welding 
instructions:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=JHkB4m3ywdk

Inner core pipe preparation for Electrofusion jointing of SLA Barrier Pipes 
using a Rotary Pipe Scraper:

Step 8
On completion, the scraped section should be inspected for areas of un-scraped pipe. If necessary the pipe can be 
scraped again, subject to remaining within tolerance. The pipe should be clear of any debris, dirt or aluminium. 
Failure to comply may result in electrical shorting and / or premature failure of the electrofusion joint.

Welding Guidance using George Fischer Electrofusion Fittings:
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Important: There should be no 
gap / visible black inner core 
pipe between the Blue external 
layer and Electrofusion fitting
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